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Abstract 

The University of Nevada Reno is located in the mid-western region Great Basin Desert which spans 

200,000 miles and is flanked on the west by the Sierra Nevada Mountains.  Located at 39.5437°N 

latitude, 119.8154°W longitude, satellite imagery of the area demonstrates high levels of what is 

presumed to be aerosols (Figure A.1).  However, discerning between “actual presence” of aerosols and 

albedo from the highly reflective desert surface is a difficult task.  This calls for the use of a ground 

based instrument that is robust, self-powered, can communicate wirelessly over a range, and is easily 

transportable.  Over the course eight weeks, a team of graduate students led through the direction of 

Professor Pat Arnott of UNR designed, built and launched a ground based instrument, “I3: Three 

Directional Spectral Irradiance Instrument”.  Construct features and software programming have room 

for more development in the future.  However, basic design and preliminary launch data retrievals have 

proved to be comparative to that of the MFRSR and Cimel CE318-N Sunphotometer. 

  

I. Project Introduction 

Using techniques and skills learned at the beginning of the semester, graduate level instrumentation 

measurement students (ATMS 748, Spring) were tasked to create a ground-level instrument that 

determines presence of clouds on a given day.  This instrument is hoped to be further developed to 

observe aerosol optical properties such as measuring cloud thickness, observing cloud reflectivity, and 

the effects of aerosol optical depth on the cloud thickness measurements. 

The primary function sequence is as follows: sampling is made through the sensorhead, data is passed 

through cable to the control box where it is acquisitioned and transmitted wirelessly to a receiver and 

further rendered by PC one floor below the rooftop.  In order to carry out this project to the fullest, five 

teams were developed. 

 

Figure A.1: Deep blue algorithm recovery of MODIS images. 
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Sensor Team: design and develop hardware and sensorhead. 

Software and Circuit Team: develop circuits with Teensy, ADCs, radio, SD card, and LCD and program 

transmitter and receiver. 

LabView Team: Program LabVIEW software to render incoming data. 

Allsky Camera and Data Validation Team: research and set up allsky camera and perform data 

interpretation between images and sensorhead data.  Also, validate I3 signals with collocated MFRSR 

and work toward relating Cloud Fraction to incoming solar radiation and Cloud Fraction to PV solar array 

output. 

Temperature Dependence Team: determine the temperature dependence of sensorhead components. 

The semester project ended with a durable instrument that fulfilled the basic primary functioning 

sequence and provided accurate data output without any manipulative calculations or complex 

algorithms built into the software as is used in the MFRSR and Cimel Sunphotometer.  The I3 is a three 

directional photodetector unit that is solar powered with battery storage in control box and a wireless 

card.  There are no internal motors of any kind and there is no sun-tracking feature built in to the 

software.  This reduction in overall mass in addition to self-sustaining features makes the I3 more ideal 

for transport and use in field applications. 
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II. Sensor 

2.1 Introduction 

The hardware design process entails both developing hardware and designing sensor head. The initial 

process started with identifying LED’s as light detectors, yet due to their sensitivity photodiode 

combined with filter came in handy to take a place instead of LED’s. There are other components and 

devices those were used to build the sensor head successfully such as Teflon as a diffuser, temperature 

sensor LM335A, dual operational amplifier CA3240. To make our system mobile, feasible and less power 

consuming three directional sensor head was used to measure the direct radiation from South directed 

sensor head, diffuse radiation from North directed and overhead sensor head to measure the mixed 

radiation from the sky.  

The design and purpose of the I3 is quite similar to that of the MFRSR (multifilter rotating shadow-band 

radiometer) and the Cimel CE318-N. The construction of the MFRSR and Cimel has gone to great lengths 

to ensure the integrity of the instrument in terms of internal thermal regulation of integrating cavities 

and photo sensory components. Within the given timeframe for design, construction, and launch of the 

I3, performance has proved comparable to that of the MFRSR and Cimel in a number of ways without 

the extravagant measures taken. 

2.2 Component Background 

Light Emitting Diode (LED) is a form of the semiconductor, 

which is a material able to conduct electricity under certain 

conditions (Fig. 2.2.1). At the beginning of building this 

project, LEDs have been used as light detectors, but there 

were some technical issues with using them such as high 

sensitivity and incident light was not uniformly distributed 

between LEDs. Therefore, they have been replaced with 

Photodiodes.  

Photodiode is a light detector device that converts light into 

a current.  When photons are absorbed in the 

photodiode, a current is generated. 

Photodiodes may contain optical fibers in order 

to reduce the incoming light to the detector. 

The active area of photodiode is the light 

sensitive area.  The larger surface area the more 

sensitive to light but slower response.   See 

Appendix A.2.2 for a more visual representation 

of the photodetector. 

The filter/detector key terminology as shown in 

the diagram (Fig. 2.2.2):  

Figure 2.2.1: Illustration of LED 

Figure 2.2.2: Illustration of center of 

wavelength and full width at half 

maximum. 
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 CWL stands for central wavelength defined as wavelength at the center of the passband (nm). 

 FWHM stands for full width half maximum defined as bandwidth at 50% of the maximum 

transmission (nm). 

 Center wavelength filter transmission (%). 

 Out of Peak Blocking Optical Depth (OD). 

Five photodiodes have been used in this project as following: 415nm, 500nm, 600nm, 870nm, and 

950nm. 415nm, 500nm, and 870 are manufactured by Intor, while the other two 600nm, and 950nm by 

Coherent. As shown in Appendix A.2.2, transmission curve and filter specifications for 415nm illustrates 

that  

 CWL = 415nm 

 FWHM = 10 nm 

 Center wavelength filter transmission = 43% 

 Out of peak = 4 OD 

During this project, fiber optic spectrometer brand name Red Tide used for many purposes such as 

confirming the exact wavelength and checks other optical properties. The important features for using 

this devise are: 

 It has a wavelength range of 350–1000 nm. 

 It uses a detector with 650 active pixels.  

 It has integration times from 3 ms to 65 seconds.  

SpectraSuite is a platform used with spectrometer through USB port. It provides graphical and numerical 

representation of spectra. Also, it has the ability to perform spectroscopic measurements such as 

transmittance, reflectance, emission…etc. (Fig. 2.2.6). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Teflon is a brand name of Polytetrafluoroethylene, which is the most common material, used in solar 

radiation diffusers because it possesses outstanding optical properties. The transmittance of teflon is 

low. Teflon is a poor IR diffuser, but makes an excellent visible / UV diffuser. Its UV resistance protects 

the components against discoloration. Also it has high thermal stability of -200°C to +260°C. In this 

Figure 2.2.6: Red Optic 

Spectrometer 
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project, teflon sheet used as a diffuser placed 

on the top of the sensor head. Optical 

properties of teflon stay constant over a wide 

range of wavelengths, from UV down to near 

infrared. The graph in (Fig 2.2.7) shows the 

visible transmissivity of 500nm is about 10%.  

For a more visual representation of the 

teflon see Appendix A.2.1  

Irradiance is the measurement of solar 

power, which usually measures power per 

unit area (W/m²nm). The Equation 2.2.1 

below represents the solar energy falls onto 

a surface of photodiode.  

                       

 

 

Where: 

Tf = Filter transmission,  i.e (43%) 

Tt = Teflon transmission, i.e (10%) 

a = Area of photodiode (m² ) 

Bw = Band width,  i.e (10 nm). 

In general, temperature sensors have different accuracy. In this project, LM335A used over TMP36 due 

to the performance and other features of the sensor. TMP36 has ±2°C typical accuracy, while LM355 has 

1 °C typical accuracy over 25°C. LM335A is a precise temperature sensor directly calibrated in °Kelvin 

(Appendix A.2.3). The sensor can operate continuously from −40°C to 100°C. It has less than 1Ω dynamic 

impedance. LM335A works like a Zener diode regardless what current is flowing through it, it will drop 

the same amount of voltages.                                   

Operational amplifier has a deferential high input impedance, high gain low output impedance device. It 

is used typically in feedback configuration to implement all kinds of useful circuits. It can be used to 

build amplifiers, filters and convert currents into voltages. In this project, CA3240 has been chosen over 

CA3140 because CA3140 has a single eight pin for input and output while CA3240 has a dual amplifier 

(Appendix A.2.3). 

2.3 Construction of Sensor head 

Light emitting diodes (LED) have been widely used for light sources, but it also can be used as light 

detecting diode. Though the LED are inexpensive and more readily available than photodiodes it has got 

more demerits over photodiodes. The available LED in the lab were not uniformly structured and hence 

the light does not get uniformly distributed over the LED. LED are very sensitive and detects narrow band 

Figure 2.2.7: Teflon transmissivity of 

500 nm. 

[2.2.1] 
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of wavelength. Also, the LED are more sensitive to temperature than photodiodes. So, the performance, 

structure and availability made the choice easier for using photodiodes over the LED as light detectors. 

 

Dual input/output transimpedance operational amplifier (CA3240) provides less noise interference over 

single input/output (CA3140) using less hardware. So CA3240 dual op amp was used to built the circuit. 

Since all the anodes of photodiodes goes to ground, the anode pin of all photodiodes were brought 

together to prove the concept of common anode as show in figure 2.3.1. It helped us to reduce 5 anode 

pins from photodiodes into one.  

   

 
Fig: 2.3.1: Common anode circuit 

 

At the beginning of the project we were interested in building single sensor head with photodiodes. But, 

three directional PVC as shown in figure 2.3.2 was used to build the sensor head as it was more feasible 

over single sensor head. Out of three directions, the center sensor head detects the overhead radiation, 

and remaining two are for the 45o towards (South) and 45o away (North) from the Sun. South directed 

sensor head measures more direct radiation while North directed sensor head measures the diffuse 

radiation. With three directional PVC we can fix our sensor head and it does not need the rotator to change 

the direction. Hence the power required for the rotator can be minimized with three directional sensor 

head.  
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Figure 2.3.2: Three directional PVC 

 

Sensor head for each direction were similarly designed. It consists of teflon on the top, circuit board at 

the bottom and PVC spacer in between. Teflon with 10% transmissivity was used as a diffuser. The PVC 

spacer is the piece of a PVC that covers the space between board and teflon.  It does not allow the teflon 

to sink and it holds the board tightly. Also the PVC spacer blocks the radiation from the edges.  

 

Five photodiodes (415 nm, 500 nm, 600 nm, 870 nm and 950 nm) along with temperature sensors (LM335) 

need to be soldered on board. Each wavelength photodiodes were differently colored so that they can be 

easily identified. Photodiodes were placed in a circular manner with all anode facing towards the center 

so that anode of photodiodes could be tied up comfortably. All photodiodes along with temperature 

sensors were soldered and anodes of all diodes were brought together and tied up. The top and bottom 

view of board are as shown in figure 2.3.3. Each wire, in a cable of eight multicolored wire, was assigned 

to eight different pin out of sensor board and soldered accordingly. Other end of cable was prepared using 

connecting terminal crimp to connect to board using 8 pin molex terminal. Three directional PVC was 

shielded with reflective tape to reduce albedo effect from lower surfaces. 

  

Fig:2.3.3(a) Diodes colored and bottom view of 
board 

Fig: 2.3.3(b) Top view of sensor board 
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Preliminary test was performed using digital multimeter. During the preliminary test 415 nm and 500 nm 

wavelengths did not register while 600, 870, and 950nm wavelengths registered with negative mill Volts. 

Perhaps the readout was so minimal it needed an inverting op amp and a large value resistor.  Blue (415 

nm) and green (500 nm) were connected to a dual inverting op amp (CA3240) driven by a 9V external 

power source with an initial 1GOhm feedback resistor.  This brought the voltage to rail.  The feedback 

resistor was then reduced to 1MOhm for a more feasible output. We fixed the output voltage to 2 Volt 

and identified the resistor accordingly using the Ohm’s law. The feedback resistance found for the 

respective photodiodes are shown in table 2.2.1. 

(nm) Actual Resistance used() 

 North Overhead South 

415 200M 50M 50M 

500 50M 10M 10M 

600 270K 82K 68K 

870 10K 3.9M 3.9M 

950 1M 330K 270K 

Table 2.2.1: Feedback resistor found for the respective diodes. 

 

2.4 Comparison of the I3 to MFRSR and Cimel CE318-N  

2.4.1 I3 vs MFRSR 

Sampling 

The MFRSR also known as the automated multifilter rotating shadow-band radiometer is a widely 

known instrument used to observe atmospheric properties such as aerosol optical depth, cloud 

thickness, etc.  Basic principles for the MFRSR data retrieval begins with four measurements which are 

taken within a 10 second time interval.  This ten second process cycles four times within a period of one-

minute resulting in sixteen measurements taken in one minute under normal programming.  This is 

different from the process for data retrieval of the I3 which provides continuous sampling every 5 

seconds. 

The position of the MFRSR is crucial to proper instrument performance.  The left side of the instrument 

in Figure 2.4.1 shows the polar axis side of the 

MFRSR.  This side should be installed pointing to 

the geographical pole, as oppose to the 

magnetic pole.  The location of the MFRSR in 

question is the rooftop of the UNR Physics 

building and positioned such that the 

instrument Polar Axis is facing north with the 

shadow-band in line along the celestial 

meridian and the latitude adjustment to the 

south.  The MFRSR performs a calculation of the 

sun’s position at a given time.  This is an 

automatic calculation performed internally 

using a built-in microprocessor.  The first 

Figure 2.4.1: Geometry of the MFRSR shadow-

band 
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measurement is taken with the shadow-band at nadir, lowest position.  This allows for a total irradiance 

measurement.  The second measurement is taken with the shadow-band blocking out the sun.  A third 

sample is taken with the shadow-band 9° to one side of the previous center block and a fourth taken 9° 

to the opposite side of the center block.  The purpose of these nine degree measurements is to correct 

for the amount of sky that was covered during measurement two, blocking out the sun (Harrison et al, 

1994). 

Total, Diffuse, and Direct 

There are three primary calculations performed by the MFRSR using the four initial measurements to 

determine the total, diffuse, and direct incoming light.  Equation 2.4.1 describes the calculation for 

diffuse radiation in which the value for the center block is added to the difference between the total 

irradiation and the average of the nine degree measurements.  Further calculation defines direct 

irradiance as the difference between the total and diffuse.  This is further demonstrated in Equation 

2.4.2.  Lastly, total irradiance refers directly to the first measurement of the MFRSR sequence in which 

the shadow-band is resting at nadir and the detector is fully exposed to sky. 

 

(Eq.2.4.1: MFRSR diffuse irradiance) 

 

(Eq.2.4.2: MFRSR direct irradiance) 

 

The design of the I3 allowed direct sampling for the total, direct, and diffuse irradiance without the use 

of internal calculations, without a stepping motor and without a shadow-band, thusly reducing the mass 

of the instrument.  With a triple photosensor head, the orientation of the I3 is positioned such that the 

north facing sensor packet measures diffuse, south facing sensors measure more direct, and the 

overhead sensor package measures total.  Keep in mind that the designation for the facing packets in 

relation to what is measured is not arbitrary.  The directionality fit the project motive based on the 

latitudinal location for which the instrument was launched.  This so happened to be the rooftop of the 

UNR Physics building adjacent to the MFRSR. 
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Internal Construction 

The design of the MFRSR shows that extensive measures were taken to maintain the thermal integrity of 

the single sensor head.  This makes sense because thermal stress on electronic components in general 

has proven to cause a decrease in proper instrument performance leading to a need for constant 

maintenance and repairs resulting in an overall costly instrument in the long run.  Figure 2.4.2 shows a 

cross section of the MFRSR sensor head.  

Glass wool is used for insulation around 

the electronics and a thermostatic 

heater is also used.  The heater is 

located inside the cavity below the 

circuit board and maintains a 

temperature of 35°C to 45°C during high 

external temperature weather 

conditions.  In addition, thermal 

insulation is located at the top layer of 

the sensor.  The MFRSR is capable of 

maintaining a constant internal temperature through thermal regulation which is built in to the unit and 

managed through the microprocessor. 

The body of the I3 sensor head is a three directional black PVC pipe with an erect center pipe and two 

side pipes at 45° angles from the center and a fourth pipe continuing straight down from the center as 

outlined in Figure 2.4.3.  Taking note of the nodule on the body, it was arbitrarily designated to east 

facing.  The body was then covered in reflective tape as in Figure 2.4.5 to reduce albedo influence on the 

photosensors and to aid in deflecting the incoming solar radiation resulting in a gently reduced thermal 

influence under moderate temperature conditions.  The transmission of the Teflon diffusor also plays a 

role in maintaining a feasible internal temperature by limiting the incoming light to roughly 30% of 

incident intensity.  This percentage was calculated by Dr. Arnott.  There were no other measures taken 

to control internal thermals if the I3. 

Other components and features of the MFRSR include an optical inlet for incoming light which then 

interacts with a Spectralon diffuser made of halocarbon material resulting in extremely high tolerance 

Figure 2.4.2: Cross section view of the MFRSR detector 

Figure 2.4.3: Three directional pipe head Figure 2.4.5: Reflective tape and east facing nodule 
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and resistance to chemical pollutants and ultraviolet radiation.  Spectralon is also a proprietary product; 

not readily available to the general public. Integrated with the diffuser are two transmission glass pieces 

that further randomize the distribution of incoming light particles; therefore, creating a low grade 

integrating cavity within the multifilter.  The I3 uses a Teflon diffusor for each photosensor at a given 

uniform thickness.  Teflon also provides durability against extreme temperatures and exposure to 

ultraviolet and in contrast to Spectralon is readily accessible to public.  Also contained within the 

detector of the MFRSR are six interference filtered silicon photodiodes of wavelengths 415 nm, 500 nm, 

615 nm, 673 nm, 870 nm and 940 nm which are very similar to those observed by the I3.  The MFRSR 

has Linear Technologies LTC1050 transimpedence amplifiers within the detector housing whereas the I3 

functions with Intersil CA3240 operating amplifiers on the secondary circuit board located in the control 

box, separate from the sensor head. 

2.4.2 I3 vs Cimel CE318-N 

The Cimel CE318-N is located on the rooftop of the UNR Physics building along with, but separated from 

the I3 and the MFRSR.  Due to the limited roof space and setup requirement standards as addressed in 

the Cimel Sunphotometer (CSPHOT) Handbook provided by ARM, the CE318-N needs as much open sky 

possible with limited to no surrounding obstruction such as buildings.  Upon installation of this 

instrument, one needs to program date and time of year as well as the latitude and longitude of the 

sample site from which it will be launched.  Similar to the MFRSR, an internal calculation is performed to 

approximate the solar ephemeris and furthers the centering on the solar disk through a quadrant 

verification procedure.  Tracking the position of the sun is not a feature of the I3.  The Cimel needs to be 

installed facing geographical north like the I3 and MFRSR. 

A mounted schematic for the Cimel Sunphotometer and all its bulky components is available in 

Appendix A.2.3.  The image is complete with the instrument, control box, and what became obsolete in 

2006, an antenna for satellite upload.  The CE318-N, in contrast to the I3, contains two stepping motors 

which can be viewed in Appendix A located in the stem for azimuthal rotation and the backside for 

zenith rotation.  These two motors are the powerhouse for maneuvering the dual collimators which are 

the double barrel-like objects in Appendix A.2.3: Instrument mounted displaying motor housing.  Within 

the sensorhead are two silicon detectors, one for each collimator.  Between the collimator and the 

silicon detectors is a filter wheel; again, not used in the I3.  This filter wheel is circularly charged with 

multiple filter wavelengths and are rotated periodically for retrieving incoming light samples as the 

select photons travel through the filter and fall to the detector.  The collimators are of the same 

diameter and length with differing apertures in which the smaller aperture is for sun viewing and the 

larger aperture (10 times larger) is for sky observation.  The control box contains the software 

programming outline for carrying out instrument duties, a battery to power the programming, and 

battery power for the instrument which is fed through photovoltaic setup similar to the I3.  Data 

samples are taken every 15 minutes and sent to a computer which are then transmitted to PC or 

satellite depending on initial programming constraints.  Multiple measurements are made by the CE318-

N which is very different from the I3.  A table of these characteristics can be viewed in Appendix A.2.3. 
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2.5 Conclusion 

The I3 development and design still has room for improvement.  Thus far, the I3 has shown promising 

qualities in robustness, durability, and mobility.  In the initial stages of building the sensor head, several 

conclusions were made apparent.  Selection of the CA3240 transimpedence amplifier as oppose to the 

TS922 and CA3140 provided less noise interference and the opportunity to build the instrument using 

less hardware due to the dual operation option for the CA3240.  The performance, structure and 

availability made the choice easier for using photodiodes over LEDs as light detectors.  Photodiodes 

chosen also allowed for a more uniform detection of light at the P/N junction as oppose to LEDs.  

Another proven choice to reduce the I3 circuit payload is the use of common anode demonstrated in an 

“arc” design configuration of positive photodiode pins.  Construction of the I3 is comparable to the 

MFRSR and Cimel Sunphotometer.  In its current state, performance of the I3 nicely matches the MFRSR, 

yet still has ways to go to match the power of the Cimel CE318-N. 
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III. Software and Circuit 

Data Acquisition System 

3.1 Introduction 

   Wireless sensor network(WSN) technology has been studied in many environmental innovative 
applications(Al-Haija et al., 2013, Ferdoush & Li, 2014). The availability of open-source and low-cost 
microcontroller and sensors facilitates the use of WSN. Wireless communications, such as in air pollution 
monitoring, related with Arduino microcontroller has been found successful (Abraham & Li, 2014). 
Teensy microcontroller is a USB-based system, using software of Teensyduino added to Arduino IDE 
plugin, to run sketches on it. Teensy is compatible with many libraries of Arduino, in which language can 
be written in C++ and C.  

   The data are acquired by Teensy boards in the I3 sun photometer system. Wireless communication is 
essential for sensor networks. With radio, one can deploy sensors in places where cables are not 
possible to be installed and move data freely to wherever they are needed. Then the data are forwarded 
to LabVIEW to display and storage. 

3.2 Hardware 

     The data acquisition system requires development and integration of hardware and software 
components. The system constitutes of an in-situ control box gathering data from sensors and 
transmitting them through radio, and an in-door base station receiving data for management. The 
control box is designed based on Teensy board, equipped with four ADS1115s, SD card shield, LCD 
screen, RTC, and radio. The wireless communication is implemented using nRF24L01 modules. The 
output readings can be read directly from LCD screen. The base station includes only the Teensy board, 
LCD screen and radio. Data received from the transmitter side are print to serial port for LabVIEW to be 
further processed. The details of the main units are described as below (Fig. 3.2.1): 

   Teensy board     The Teensy 3.1/3.2 is selected to develop the circuit board for three reasons. The first 
is its interface circuitry and small board, making it leave sufficient space for other peripheral 
components and easier to design and build the layout of the circuit board. Secondly, the Teensy 3.1/3.2 
has a rated speed of 72MHz, 256KB of flash memory, 21 input analog pins, and 16 bit resolutions. Last 
but not the least, it has a lot of shared pins. That means all the pins have multiple functions, such as 
analog or digital I/O, which can be defined in the sketch uploaded to the board. These features make the 
Teensy 3.1/3.2 much easier to interface with and to program compared to the other microcontrollers. 

   CA3240 op-amp     Directly connecting the feedback resistor to the Teensy 3.1 (or ADS1115) would 
cause a loading effect on the output signals and reduce the signal range. So, all of the sensors in the 
sensor head are connected with operational amplifiers (op-amp) to ensure the Teensy 3.1/3.2 properly 
reading the outputs. Eight CA3240 dual operational amplifiers are deployed in the circuit. 

    nRF24L01 + Single Chip 2.4GHz Transceiver    nRF24L01 is a single chip radio transceiver for the world 
wide 2.4-2.5GHz ISM band. Channel section and protocol setup of the transceiver are easily 
programmable through a SPI interface. By using this radio transceiver, I3 consists of transmitting part 
and receiving part. 

   ADS1115   Four 16 bit ADS1115s controlled by Teensy deliver 16 readings from the transmitter side to 
receiver side. The schematic of the ADC board is shown in the Appendix A.    

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sL7G1Mb91F45CcgV-5uovphnVvfJwscCW00dK92XPBw/edit#heading=h.30j0zll
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sL7G1Mb91F45CcgV-5uovphnVvfJwscCW00dK92XPBw/edit#heading=h.1fob9te
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sL7G1Mb91F45CcgV-5uovphnVvfJwscCW00dK92XPBw/edit#heading=h.gjdgxs
pat
Highlight
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   Interfaces    A Nokia 5110 LCD screen works to display the readings on both transmitter and receiver 
sides. A micro SD slot/card is used for saving data in the control box. 

   Power management circuits   Two voltage regulators are used for I3 power management from 12V 
battery connected to the PV panels. One converts 12V to 5V to give power supply to Teensy and 
ADS1115. Another is to 9V for op-amp’s power supply. 

Other peripherals   A temperature sensor, a pressure sensor and a real time clock (RTC) are connected 
in the circuit board. 

 

Figure3.2.1 Circuit board layout 

   A photograph of the circuit board with all of the components is displayed in Fig. 3.2.1, which shows 
how to insert the sensor. The circuit board’s general schematic is shown in Appendix A.3.1, which 
summarizes the electrical design for both the circuit architecture and electronic components being used. 

3.3 Software 

   A sketch needs to be uploaded to Teensy board by Teensyduino to send the commands with 
appropriate libraries. The block diagram of the data transmission is in Figure 3.3.1. The sketch on 
transmitter side (the control box) needs to cover the data gathering, storage to SD card, display on LCD, 
and to route through radio to the receiver side (the base station). All data measured from ADS1115 and 
teensy are averaged 5 seconds to increase data stability. The maximum payload that the radio can 
handle is 32 bytes. To send and receive more bytes, we need to define and implement some assembly 
and disassembly mechanism. In this system, a unique symbol is added to each data package. On the 
receiver side, each data package is identified by the unique symbol, pass through a complete package 
test, and then is forwarded to further analysis. The complete package test is conducted by reassemble 
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the packages to check if the string can match the desired length. The strings that fail the test is taken as 
bad data. The detailed sketches of the transmitter and receiver side are attached in Appendix A.3.2. 

 

 
 

Fig.3.3.1 Block diagram of the data acquisition system 

3.4 Conclusion 

   By designing the circuit board, we managed to develop an instrument that supports wireless 

communication of sensor measurements. The radio works well in the data transmission. Compared with 

the commercial instruments which have similar outputs, I3 has advantages of low power and low cost. 
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IV. LabView 

4.1. Introduction 

In this project LabVIEW will be used for data monitoring and saving. The signal that has been 

collected by the receiver end of the circuit will be transferred to the computer through an USB 

port. We will mainly perform three tasks with LabVIEW 

1. Read appropriate data 

2. Convert the data to desired Engineering unit 

3. Save the data in designed format 

Before proceeding towards individual tasks, we will have a brief introduction to the LabVIEW 

interface. Then we will discuss the challenges associated with individual tasks in the order 

mentioned above. At the end we will describe the measures that have been taken to overcome 

the challenges and accomplish the tasks. 

4.2. General Overview on LabVIEW 

LabVIEW is a graphical programing environment. A LabVIEW program is called a VI, which means 

Virtual Instruments. VI is made up of two window a) Front panel (Figure 4.1a) which serves as the 

user interface b) Block diagram (Figure 4.1b) which stands for functional graphical code. 

 
 

Figure 4.1: a) Front Panel                                         b) Block Diagram     
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       We can interact with a front panel and select/modify controls to supply inputs and monitor 

the results in indicators.  Controls are typically knobs, push buttons, dials, sliders, and strings. 

They simulate instrument input devices and supply data to the block diagram of the VI. In the 

block diagram we can use several functions and constants to engineer the data and set proper 

orientation of displaying. Indicators are typically graphs, charts, LEDs, and status strings. They 

help to simulate instrument output devices and display data acquired or engineered in the block 

diagram. Here, we present a simple example of computing the area of triangle which portrays 

the utilization of control, constant and indicator. 

The area of a triangle is given by    Area = 1/2* Base * Height     

 In this algorithm, Base and Height are inputs and Area is an output (Figure 2) and both are 

represented as strings. The block diagram shown in Figure 4.2 has four different terminals 

created by two controls, one constant, and one indicator. This can be a possible implementation 

of this algorithm on a LabVIEW. 

 

 
Figure 4.2 Computing area of a triangle 
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4.3. Implementation of LabVIEW: 

The data sent from the receiver end of the circuit is supposed to arrive at computer interface as 

a string with data collected at each five seconds. The order of components in the data inflow is 

shown left to right in Figure 4.3. 

 
Figure 4.3 Order of data inflow 

 

Reading the data: - 

The data reading starts with creating a control named as VISA resource name. Now to proceed 

further in reading part we need to open a VISA Read function and connect it to the serial port. 

Since we are receiving data after each 5 seconds, each time we have to flush the previous data 

using a flush buffer. The reading is then indicated in a read buffer and of course we must not 

forget to close the VISA read function with a VISA close function. The flow chart is clearly 

indicated in Figure 4.4 (left hand side) and the user interface is displayed in the right hand side 

 
 

Figure 4.4: Data reading 

There are two problems associated with the standard data reading algorithm. First one is 

associated with missing data. If we don’t specify the data acquisition rate the LabVIEW program, 

try to read the data as fast as it can. That may not coincide with the sending rate of receiver 

signal. So, we might end up with missing some data. To get rid of this problem we used a clock 

inside while loop (focus on red circled) which waits till the byte count from the receiving unit 
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matches with the byte counts provided in the loop. The second problem is associated with 

recording incomplete data. So. We need to perform a checking before we read the data. We are 

using the date format to check the data. The first two bytes will be date then a slash (/) appears 

as byte. In the visual programing we wait for first two bytes and check whether the 3rd byte is a 

slash or not (see violet square). If not, we discard the data in a flush buffer if yes then save that 

considering it as a good data (Figure 4.5) 

 
Figure 4.5: Removing inconsistencies in data reading  

 

Converting to Engineering Units 

We want to keep the date intact in our display. So, we separated our date from the entire data 

string by the use of split string function where splitting is controlled by the comma delimitation 

of data (Figure 4.6). 

    

 

Figure 4.6: Separation of Dates 

After the date was separated we convert all the string inputs into an array and eventually in to a 

cluster (Figure 4.7) (focus on blue square). Use of clusters during engineering is helpful both 

theoretically and practically. Representing a huge data with strings or arrays signifies either a 

series of points or a basis vector. But converting it to a cluster helps visualizing the data in n- 
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dimensional plane. Moreover, clusters can be bundled and unbundled (green ellipsoid) with 

simple wires, that helps to reduce the complexity of the block diagram. 

 
Figure 4.7: Convert stings to cluster 

 

Once we have the giant clusters in our hand we have unbundled the clusters in to four clusters. 

Three of them were representing three sensor heads (North, Over Head & South) and the last 

one is recording all thermodynamic parameters like box temperature, sensor head temperature, 

pressure and voltage for reference pressure. Now, all the data input was in counts so our first job 

was to convert the counts to voltage. Since we have to perform this job repetitively, we 

introduced the concept of sub VI. 

“A VI called from the block diagram of another VI is called a subVI”. To use a subVI we need to 

build a connector pane and create an icon. Creating an icon was important for our project as we 

have used both Teensy and ADC1115 microcontrollers for our measurements and the counts to 

voltage conversion factor for both of them will be different (Figure 4.8) 

  
 Figure 4.8: a) ADC1115                                          b) Teensy 
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To convert voltage in to temperature unit one basic assumption is used that for 1-degree Celsius 

temperature increase there will be a 10 mV voltage change. Here we show the block diagram 

that is designed to compute the box temperature (Figure 4.9). Notice that count to voltage subVI 

is having a blue icon over here which signifies Teensy microcontroller. 

 
Figure 4.9: Computation for box temperature 

Pressure has been computed using following formulae  

 

In Figure 4.10, we can clearly see how this formula is visually implemented in the block diagram. 

 
Figure 4.10: Pressure computation 

Now we move on to our main observation of photo currents from the five photodiodes in each 

sensor head. We have used simple Ohm’s Law V=IR and corresponding resistor values associated 

with each photodiode to calculate the photo current (Figure 4.11) 

…………………. Equation. 4.1 
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Figure 4.11: Photocurrent calculation 

Again, to display the data we used two kinds of indicators 1) waveform chart and 2) Array. 

Tab control was used to display the photo currents in different comparative way. All wavelengths 

from a single sensor head was portrayed in sensor tab (Figure 4.12) and single wavelength from 

all sensors was displayed in wavelength tab (Figure 4.13). Moreover, the photocurrents in 

microamps have been shown in array form with the help of an indicator (Figure 4.14) 

 

Figure 4.12: Sensor head tab 
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Figure 4.13: Wavelength tab 

  

 
Figure 4.14: Values of photocurrents  

Saving Data 

We have started reading the data as string and we want to convert the data to a single string 

before saving. For that all the data including thermodynamic parameters, all sensor head 

currents, counts and even date has been converted from clusters to string using “number to 

fractional string” function (yellow circle) and individual strings are concatenated (red square) in 

to a single string (Figure 4.15). 
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Figure 4.15: Concatenating to a single string 

Now, we want to save the data of each day in a single file. So there are two sequences in the 

algorithm. First we have to create a new file each day and second we have to write the data in 

the file. We used a sequential case structure inside a while loop to perform the task. Inside the 

while loop the comparison (red star) was made between the dates from computer and from data 

string. If they are found to be not similar, then new file was created where headers manually 

incorporated (green ellipsoid) and concatenated (brown square) with the main data string (Figure 

4.16). 

 
Figure 4.16: Creating a new data file 

If the computer recorded date match with the date in the data string, then data is written to the 

preexisting file (yellow box) (Figure 4.17) 
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 Figure 4.17: Saving the data to the file 

 

4.4. Conclusion: 

The representation of data through LabVIEW was quite successful. During data reading, we have 

encountered the problem of missing data as the program try to read as fast as it can. We have 

successfully overcome that using a clock. Even though the receiver side of the circuit was sending 

fixed byte counts but it was always good to double check. The use of date format as an indicator 

for incomplete set of data increase the believability index. Before engineering with data, 

converting strings to cluster was really helpful as it can provide us larger data frame and at the 

same time clusters are easy to steer with simple bundle and unbundle functions. In the 

engineering of data section, the recycling of subVI’s was diligently used to reduce the 

predicament of the algorithm. This is one of the advantages of LabVIEW program that we can 

even visually interpret the equations of conversions. We have used both ADC1115 and Teensy to 

record our data. Creating different icons for both of the subVI helped us to resolve the complexity 

while recycling. Continuous saving of data in a single file was not a good idea as it may eventually 

lead to crashing of files. We decided on creating a data file for each day. Utilizing sequential case 

structure to perform two jobs in a consecutive manner was very much accomplishing. Saving the 

data in different format (e.g. 5 min average, 1-hour average) depending on the need of the 

experiment will be one of our future goal to achieve. We are still working on setting up an 

equation from our three sensor head to compute aerosol optical depth(AOD). We look forward 

to include the algorithm of AOD computation in a different tab control and compare the AOD 

values with MFRSR and CIMEL data. 
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V. Allsky Camera and Data Validation 

Progress toward verification, validation, and calibration of the  

UNR I3 Three Stream Spectral Irradiance Instrument  

incorporating a collocated UNR ALLSKY camera and MFRSR 

Part 1: preliminary studies 

M. E. Giordano1,2 

 

1 University of Nevada, Reno Department of Physics 

2 Desert Research Institute, Reno, NV 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----- 

abstract -   the project centers around determining a viable validation and calibration strategy for 
the UNR I3 spectral irradiance instrument. Using first observations and visualization of plots 

involving the I3 current measurement, we observed a slight \positive bias on the diffuse/north 

facing sensor at low sun angles. It was determined that the calibration coefficient for converting 

the raw photo-currents into irradiances of Watts per meter squared per nanometer, was  adjusting 

for a slightly positive I3 bias on the 415nm channel.  Calculations converting the 415nm data from 

the I3 overhead sensor relate to the MFRSR 415 total irradiance by a positive multiplicative factor 

of 0.9872.  Results of plotting I3 converted photocurrents to irradiances I3 resulted in a first order 

linear correlation coefficient of 0.968 with a RMSE with respect to the MFRSR of 0.0772.     

 

Introduction: This portion of the project involved the installation of an upward facing ALLSKY 

camera for the verification of real-time in-situ radiation measurements by observational sky data. 

It is hoped that changes in the measured incoming solar radiation flux can be correlated with local 

weather conditions.  The real-time sky condition could also be checked against the radiation signals 

of the collocated UNR MFRSR.   The data analysis involves not only the statistical analysis of the 

I3 with respect to the MFRSR, but correlations with images captured by the ALLSKY camera. In 

this regard, image capture, archiving, and processing become part of the recorded data stream of 

the UNR I3 station. 

 

The ALLSKY camera came online in mid April 2016, and collected routine image sequences  in 

24 hour segments for analysis.  The I3 instrument became fully operational upon recording the 24 

hour period of the 9th of MAY 2016 Pacific Daylight Time. Commencing 09 May 2016, there has 

an continuous set of I3, ALLSKY camera and MSRFR spectral solar radiation data. 

 

Data and Instrumental Details:  The ALLSKY camera is a commercially available product 

marketed as the ORION …..   The heart of the instrument is a Fujinon (model YV2x1.4-SA2 

http://fujinon.com) full color camera with a 185 degree field of view and has dual pixel resolution 

modes (~4MP and 8 MP). The system operates on a 12volt DC supply, and is housed in a metallic 

all-weather sealed enclosure - looking upward through a hemispherical acrylic dome.  The camera 

operates in continuous mode where a live feed can be observed via a connected computer system. 

The system has electrically controllable irising, focal zooming, and brightness balancing. The 

camera is controlled through a serial port command sequence by the connected computer – 

capturing still images on one minute intervals, and saving them as a time-lapse data product at 10 

images per second. The resulting video files (at 30 frames per second), and the set of still images 
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from which the video is composed, are locally archived as well as piped to remote servers via 

standard FTP procedures. They are publicly accessible via direct links or ftp servers. RGB image 

files are archived in the JPEG format, and the time-lapse as AVI files. 

 

One aspect of the project is to study the relationship between cloud cover and measurable incoming 

solar radiation. In this regard the author has developed a set of image analysis routines to convert 

the ALLSKY camera pixel RGB values into relative brightness,  and remove clear-sky background 

to obtain a  count of “cloudy” pixels.  The simple ratio of cloudy pixels to  total pixels contained 

in the image results in the cloud fraction CF value for that image.  Studies relating cloud fraction 

CF to various components of the total incoming solar radiation, and the problem of predicting 

Photovoltiac (PV) Solar Power Array output, are to be briefly mentioned herein. They are the 

detailed focus of presently ongoing research performed collaboratively between the Atmospheric 

Physics Group at UNR, and members of Atmospheric Sciences research at the Desert Research 

Institute of Reno Nevada. 

 

Methodology of Verification and Validations:  As a first-order observational strategy, some time 

was devoted to manually correlating real-time instrument signals to captured still images, in order 

to verify the presence or absence of clouds attenuating the irradiance signal.  Figure 1 is  an 

example of one early evidence that the camera images provide confirmation that clouds are 

diminishing the measured radiation signal.  More developed computational analysis can overtake 

the manual task of image verification and signal correlation in the time domain. Prior to detailed 

mathematical analysis, it was observed that the presence of clouds can alter the raw sensor signals 

orders of magnitude from those received under clear sky conditions. The camera will have value-

added to the project. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: a) Here we observe from the raw counts of the North Facing I3 sensor [diffuse]. Notice 

the distinct “drops” in the signal counts of all channels.  Counts being directly related to voltage, 

and via the Ohmic relations, the output current. The data is recorded to the archiving computer in 

5 second intervals, hence the 225 measurements represent an interval of about 18 minutes.   b) the 

coincident overhead image shows clouds in the lower left-hand quadrant, and upper right-hand 

quadrant. The sun is tracking right (E) to left (W) in this shot. The clouds are also moving left to 

right with respect to the sun.   The image verifies that the drops in signal current are coincident 

with the low proximal cumuli of the image set. 
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Once the instrument came on line, the first available all day data was recorded for 09 MAY 2016.  

The following analyses were based solely upon the I3 data from the 09 MAY 2016 PDT time 

sequence.  As such the author recognizes these studies to be considered of the preliminary nature.  

It was deemed valuable to examine the direct comparison of the I3 with the UNR MFRSR from a 

directional (sun-facing (South), overhead (upward), sun-opposing (North) standpoint, wavelength 

by wavelength. 

 

Preliminary Observational Results: Simply plotting the raw I3 currents and the MFRSR output 

in Watts per meter squared per nanometer against the local solar day time line (using a basic 

spreadsheet tool), revealed an encouraging result for an un-calibrated instrument. As a preliminary 

attempt to scale the data on similar scales, the I3 current in micro Amperes was linearly multiplied 

to match the size of the MFRSR Irradiance output range. No corrections, fitting functions, or 

filtering was performed. The series of plots [shown here as Figures 2 and 3] is presented below.  

Examining the 415 nm channel first, we see that during the mid solar day, there is good agreement 

between the I3 Overhead and the MFRSR Total irradiance [Figure2].  However, the I3 returns 

values a bit below those of the MFRSR for early morning low sun angles and higher ones in the 

evening low sun angles.  The south facing I3 sensor ( intended to experience a more direct solar 

radiation component) anomalously matches with the MFRSR diffuse reported values until the sun 

is well above the morning horizon, then maps more expectantly during mid solar day,then re-maps 

upon the MFRSR diffuse values again in the low sun angle evening hours.  The north facing I3 

sensor (intended to be indicative of the diffuse radiation component),  returns current values that 

are measurable above the MFRSR  irradiance outputs.  The I3 Diffuse sensor head (N) also records 

a signal that is not only low-solar angle biased, but exhibits a clear asymmetry toward the morning 

half of the solar day [see Figure 3a].  These general trends were evident on all I3 channels with 

respect the their MFRSR equivalent wavelengths [Figures 3a -3d]. 
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Figure 2: The rough plot of uncorrected I3 current in microAmpere values as displayed upon the 

left vertical axis, while the simultaneous MFRSR Irradiance collected is displayed according to 

the right lateral vertical axis in w/m2nm-1.  This is the typical solar curve displayed with respect 

to an LST time base. 

 

 

After examination of the 415nm preliminary output, it was decided to examine the other bands to 

verify whether the results were wavelength specific, or of a systematic, or environmental origin. It 

could not be discounted that there nay be data recording issues r specific coding issues reflected 

in the visible trends. 

 

In Figures 3a -3d we present the overall trends across the channels of 415 nm, 500nm (both 

common to the I3 and MFRSR), the common 870 nm, and  the 950 nm I3 with the 940 nm MFRSR. 

[Reasonings for the selection of these specific bands, and what they expect to indicate with the 

respect to the overhead atmospheric column, are discussions for another section of this report, or 

a separate research reference document.] 
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Figure 3: [a-d counterclockwise] a) the highlighted high-biased I3 diffuse signal - at the low sun 

angles, and the pronounced asymmetry of the the overall diffuse head (North facing) are shown. 

b) the pronounced biases are again evident, but the shape profile asymmetry is less pronounced. 

c) and d) the large I3 north- facing sensor bias, and the associated asymmetry with respect to solar 

noon are more pronounced at these wavelengths. 

 

Discussion and Summary of Preliminary Observations: The results of un-scaled, un-corrected, 

and un-calibrated I3 overhead sensor replicated the MFRSR total irradiance most closely in the 

415 and 500nm channels.   The resulting anomaly of the IR3 southfacing/Direct head mimicking 

the MFRSR diffuse result for low sun angles is evident across all bands. We conjecture the cause 

of the low sun angle biases are due to two effects – 1) we have not yet corrected for cosine of the 

zenith angle, and 2) there a known environmental surface condition that enhances ground 

reflections.  [this is included in the appendix materials and was presented in the formal presentation 

component of this project]. It should be noted that in this geographic location, during this season 

(early summer) the Sun is progressively breaking the eastern horizon in a southerly path, and the 

sunset is advancing northerly.  A physical examination form the instrument site by two researchers, 
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verified the presence of a direct component striking the I3 north-facing sensor head. 

 

Further validations – approaching a quantifiable measure of “goodness”:  A comparison of the 

directly measured I3 currents to the MFRSR irradiance outputs was done though a simple 

difference calculation. The results of this difference calculation are visibly displayed as a chart of 

the numerical difference of the I3 channel by channel with MFRSR data throughout the solar day. 

[Figure 4].  This figure presents the differences for each channel measured on the I3 overhead 

sensor differenced with respect to the UNR MFRSR Total irradiance values throughout the solar 

day corresponding to 09 MAY 2016. The values plotted have no readily identifiable physical 

significance as they are a subtraction of values between two dissimilar units [e.g. microAmperes 

– W/m2/nm].  They do however give further visual indication that the I3 instrument is reasonably 

reproducing the expected MFRSR result  under the same solar conditions. 

 

          Table 1 

 

 

Figure 4: The plots of each raw I3 current for the I3 overhead sensor. Notice the 415nm I3 

overhead slightly reports higher than the MFRSR throughout the solar day.  The 959nm 

I3Overhead appears to deviate very little throughout the morning, but diverges positively 

throughout the  remainder of the solar day. The 870nm and the 500nm report low over the solar 

day, with the 870nm slightly closer to zero offset from the MFRSR than the 500nm. The 600nm I3 

Overhead is lower than the MFRSR result until the solar noon, but appears to exponentially 

increase through the remainder of the day. As of yet, we offer no conjectured explanation for this 

phenomenon.    

 

An overall first order quantifiable measure of the I3 performance with respect to the MFRSR for 

the total irradiance measurement is to calculate the RMSE of these measured differences for each 

wavelength.  The values expressed in Table 1 (above) reflect the Root Mean Squared Error 

(RMSE) of the uncorrected, uncalibrated, un-filtered, I3 raw currents having an average RMSE 

over all the channels of 1.427. 

 

Further Analysis: toward an I3 Calibration:  Our first step here was to determine the calibration 

of the instrument in regard to converting raw currents received by the recorder from the I3 sensor 

heads into a comparable Irradiance value expressed in W/m2/nm.  The first steps toward this 

calibration were to emulate a Langley-style calibration using the recorded data from 09 May 2016. 
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It is noted that this was a rather cloud free sunny day.  A first attempt to determine the conversion 

factor was made using the data for the period after which the sun has cleared the horizon. As we 

have demonstrated the instrument has a positive low sun angle bias on the Diffuse measurement.  

To avoid this, some data needed to be excluded from the plot. Values below current 2.2E-4 were 

excluded [recall this is 2.2E-4 microAmperes]. Figure 5 represents this first regression attempt.  It 

was visually identified that further data reduction might be necessary to obtain a better line upon 

which the regression could be performed. 

 

 

  

 

Figure 5: I3 SENSOR CURRENT muA v MFRSR irradiance: The first attempt to filter out the 

low sun-angle data anomaly was shown here. NOTE the low current values (I3 overhead) near the 

1.4 W/m2/nm have a markedly non-linear effect.  However a conversion factor reflecting a negative 

leading term indicated the I3 data is reported a bit higher than the 415nm channel total form the 

MFRSR. [This was seen in Figure 4 above as the orange 415nm trace.] 

 

Refining the data set a bit to exclude the non-linear behavior on the lower right hand side of Figure 

5, we filtered those point back and performed another first order linear regression. The results of 

this second attempt were satisfactory enough to construct the Fitting function to convert current to 

Irradiance. This is presented in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: the above figure determines the first order regression fit to make the conversion equation 

between the raw currents from the I3 sensor head. With this fitting function we then converted the 

same data points from current in microAmperes into irradiance expressed in W/m2/nm. NOTE: as 

before the spiking events represent the transient passing of small low lying cumuli which were 

evident at 100 hrs and ~ 1530 hrs during the day of 09 MAY 2016. 

 

A Direct Comparison of I3 with MFRSR using the calibration equation:Making use of the 

regression fit from the above analysis, we can then directly convert the I3 current signal into its 

equivalent value of irradiance in W/m2/n.  Equation 4.1 expresses the form used to convert  the 

415nm current from the I3 overhead sensor into their equivalent irradiances. 

 

  I I3 = - [ A i3 – 0.0119] /0.0067           EQ 4.1 

 

After using the formula to convert the raw I3 overhead sensor total 415nm currents into their 

irradiance equivalents, we then were able to directly compare their values with those 

simultaneously recorded on the adjacent MFRSR.  Figure 7 depict the direct comparison as 

described by using the technique available for a single day of data on 09 MAY 2016. 
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Figure 7:  The above figure show evidence that the UNR I3 instrument matches the collocated 

MFRSR for the 415nm total irradiance. NOTE: the presence of the spiking associated wit current 

fluctuations due to transient clouds in the field of view. 

 

Preliminary Conclusionary Result:  The UNR I3 spectral instrument was calibrated for the 415nm 

channel with respect to the total irradiance values. The direct comparison head-to-head with the 

MFRSR show the relationship between the I3 and the MFRSR for the 415nm total irradiance given 

by equation 2. 

 

  I I3 = 0.9872 I MFRSR  as Watts per meter squared per nanometer  EQ 

4.2 

 

The first order linear correlation coefficient with respect to the MFRSR values is as ρ2 = 0.968.  

This is a strongly positive correlation which indicates the instrument can only improve given the 

fact cosine corrections and other data reduction methods are not yet employed to the data stream.  

A calculation of the RMSE for the set plotted above in figure 7 renders the RMSE (I3 with respect 

to MFRSR) equal to 0.0772. 

 

 Further data verification of current signals by cloud interactions, are the basis for the study 

presented during the group presentation phase of the project report and will be found in the 

compiled document as part of the pptx file. That study will include consideration of the relationship 

between cloud fraction CF and measured irradiances, projections about PV solar outputs 

influenced by high CF events, and theoretical development toward the ability to determine a cloud 

effective volume and cloud volume extinction by photogrammetric methods. 
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VI. The Temperature Dependence of Photodiodes for I3 

 

6.1 Introduction 

 

 The temperature of the atmosphere changes with time of day as well and also depends on the 

season. In an ideal world, electronics would behave in an ideal way, in which no outside forces could affect 

their performance. However, researchers have to take into account the effect of environmental forces 

outside of their control, such as ambient temperature, when designing and characterizing their electronic 

applications. The photodiodes used in this study detect light - on a continuous basis - in the visible and 

near-IR wavelengths, and information regarding the sensitivity of the primary component of photodiodes, 

the P-N junction, with respect to environmental or ambient temperature is difficult to quantify for the 

testing conditions of this study. Diodes used in photodetection are manufactured and sensitive for specific 

wavelengths or wavelength bands, and these wavelengths may shift due to the ambient temperature. 

This is why there is a need to calibrate and determine the sensitivity of the photodiode with respect to 

temperature. Although exact quantification is difficult for the allotted time and testing apparatuses, we 

were able to observe changes in photodetector responsivity by altering the ambient temperature of the 

testing head.  

We accomplished this by first designing a replica of the sensor head that was installed on the roof 

of the Leifson Physics building at the University of Nevada-Reno. Then, we designed a light source which 

provided a detectable signal to each photodetector used in the sensor head. A testing circuit was then 

designed to measure the analog signals produced by the testing sensor head, convert them to digital 

signals, and be read by an Arduino Uno microcontroller. Finally, we estimate the effect of temperature on 

the photodiodes by developing expressions to describe this phenomenon. Because of the coupled nature 

of the testing sensor head, it is difficult to separate the sensitivity of the photodiodes from the sensitivity 

of the LEDs used to illuminate them. Suggestions for ideal testing conditions are discussed. 

 

6.1.1 P-N Junction Diodes and Light Emitting Diodes 

  

The advances in technology for light emitting diodes have allowed for the development for 

smaller, more efficient means of using light in various circumstances. The technology behind the diode is 

the P-N junction. A P-N junction is the interface of two types of semiconductor material, p-type and n-

type, and used in many electronic applications, including diodes, transistors, solar cells, LEDs, and 

integrated circuits. Simply put, p-type and n-type semiconductor material both begin as silicon but are 

“doped”, or injected with a foreign material, during the fabrication process. For p-type material, the silicon 

is doped with an impurity substance that has atoms with one less valence electron than silicon. This 

creates “holes” – positive charge carriers – in the p-type area of the component. For n-type material, the 

silicon is now doped with an impurity substance with one more valence electron than silicon, which results 

in extra available negative charge carriers, electrons. A P-N junction is then defined, and physically formed, 

by the boundary region of the p-type and n-type semiconductor material [1]. 
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Once the P-N junction is formed, and there is no electrical field applied across the two materials, 

the free, extra electrons from the n-type material that are close to the boundary of the junction diffuse 

into the p-type material, which creates positively charged ions in the n-type material and negatively 

charged ions in the p-type material. From this migration or diffusion of electrons, a small electrical field is 

produced, known as the junction’s built-in potential (typically shown as Vbi
 in circuit diagrams and 

datasheets), which opposed the direction of the diffusion. An equilibrium is reached in the charged 

regions near the boundary of the p-type and n-type materials, known as the depletion zone [4]. 

 
 

If a voltage is applied across the P-N junction, where the positive lead of the voltage source is 

connected to the p-type side of the junction and the negative lead of the voltage source is connected to 

the n-type side of the junction, then electrons in the n-type material and holes in the p-type material are 

pushed toward the boundary, which decreases the size of the depletion zone and increases the 

conductivity of the junction so that current may flow. This configuration is called forward bias on a diode 

[3].3 When the positive and negative leads of the voltage source are reversed in orientation, the diffused 

electrons and holes are pushed further away from the boundary, which increases the depletion zone and, 

consequently, the resistance of the material. For this configuration, known as reverse bias, there will not 

be current flow in the forward direction, but nominal but negligible flow in the reverse direction. This is 

referred to breakdown voltage [2].2 An illustration of the current through diodes for a range of voltages 

applied can be found in Figure 1. 

The light emitting diode, or LED, is p-n junction diode that emits light when a suitable voltage is 

applied across its two leads. This is due to the phenomenon of electroluminescence, which is the “the 

emission of light from a semi-conductor under the influence of an electric field”[3]. When a p-n junction 

is charged in a forward bias configuration, charge carriers (electrons) recombine as they cross from the n-
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type material with holes in the p-type material. Free electrons are at a higher energy level, called the 

conduction band, than those of the holes in the p-type material, which are in the valence energy band. If 

the electrons recombine with the holes, energy must be released across the band gap between the 

conduction band and the valence band. The released energy is in the form of heat and light, thus 

describing the basic working principle of the LED [3]. 

 

6.2 Instrument Description and Methods 

 

 To properly determine the effect of temperature on the performance of the photodiodes used in 

the I3 instrument, an exact replica of one sensor head, along with an artificial light source, was 

manufactured in the machine shop and atmospheric science laboratory at the University of Nevada-Reno. 

A prototyping circuit was then developed to properly collect data from the simulated sensor head, and 

then the data was recorded using an Arduino Uno microcontroller and its associated software. 

 

6.2.1 The Simulated Sensor Head and Light Source 

 

 The simulated sensor head was manufactured to match specifications of the actual instrument 

sensor head installed on the I3 instrument. This allows us to estimate actual temperature responses that 

the instrument may see while being deployed on the roof of Liefson Physics at the University of Nevada-

Reno, where temperatures may fluctuate from as low as -27 deg C to as high as 42 deg C4. An LM355 

temperature sensor was also attached to the simulated sensor head in order to measure the 

environmental temperature in which the photodiodes would be tested under. In order to test this 

simulated sensor head, we also manufactured an artificial light source, which contained four LEDs that 

illuminated the sensor head across the wavelength range that the photodiodes were designed to 

measure. An emission spectrum measured using an Ocean Optics USB spectrometer can of the LEDs can 

be seen in Figure 2. 
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 The two components, the simulated sensor head and the light source, were then coupled together 

using a short range of black PVC pipe that housed a Teflon diffuser in between the components. This 

allowed an approximately equal amount of light to be incident across all photodiodes within the testing 

using. The entire coupled instrument will be called the Simulated Sensor and Artificial Light Source 

Ensemble, or SSALSE (pronounced “salsa”). 

 

6.2.2 Prototyping Circuit 

 

 A circuit was designed on a prototyping board to properly acquire signals from the photodiodes 

and temperature sensor on SSALSE, to convert them to digital signals, and to record them for further 

analysis. An illustrated photo of the circuit can be found in Figure 3. The circuit design transfers the analog 

signals to CA3240 dual-output operational amplifiers in order to boost the small amount of measured 

photocurrent. Using feedback resistors, the signals are output between approximately 1 volt and 2 volts 

at room temperature, depending on the wavelength. A 560 pF capacitor was used on three photodiodes 

to extend the time constant, effectively averaging out noise in the output. Values for the feedback 

resistance, output voltage measured at room temperature, feedback capacitance, and measured current 

can be found in Appendix 6.B, Table. The output signals were then sent to a 16-bit ADC 1115 analog-to-

digital converter (Adafruit Industries, Inc.) in order to achieve higher resolution of the measured values, 

before being transferred to the microcontroller.   
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6.2.3 Software 

  

 A short script was written using the Arduino IDE to properly communicate with the ADCs and 

record the incoming data from SSALSE. The code, in whole, can be found in Appendix 6. In short, the script 

initializes the two ADCs on the protoboard using its clever addressing scheme, takes a measurement of 

each of the photodiodes analog signal and converts it into a 15 bit (one bit is for sign) digital value to be 

recorded. Temperature is recorded in the same manner, but converted to degrees Celsius. The values for 

all sensors were recorded for further analysis after testing was completed. 

 

6.2.4 Testing Procedure 

 

In order to test the sensor head under these conditions, SSALSE operated while in an oven that 

was rising to a temperature of 65 deg C. Then, it was thrust into a freezer, where it was operated until it 

reached a temperature of -10 deg C. Temperature and signals from the photodiodes were recorded during 

the entire span. The entire test recorded data for over 50 minutes. The heating up phase, which was room 

temperature (approximately 21 deg C) to 65 deg C, lasted only 12 minutes. The SSALSE was then heated 

to approximately 71 deg C, which took about four minutes. Then, the SSALSE was removed from the oven, 

and was cooled in a freezer from the 20-minute mark until the SSALSE reached -10 deg C, which took 32 

minutes!  
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6.3 Results and Discussion 

 

The entire range of recorded voltages for each diode and the temperatures for the SSALSE and 

room are represented in Figure 4. We will focus on the temperature range of -10 deg C to 40 deg C to 

relate to real world possibilities for Reno, NV. There are a couple interesting things to note about the data. 

First, the 415 nm photodiode had a positive, nonlinear relationship with temperature over this range, 

which every other photodiode had a nearly linear, negative relationship with temperature within the same 

range. Secondly, the 500 nm photodiode voltage was completely saturated at 2.87 V upon reaching 

approximately 71 deg C. As soon as the temperature reached approximately 65 deg C, the photodiode 

dropped to 2.0 V and seem to drift back to it’s normal relationship curve with temperature, which seemed 

to track nicely with the 600 nm photodiode plus a positive offset. Lastly, the relationships of photovoltage 

and temperature are not equal when the diodes are heating and when they are cooling (Please refer to 

plots in Appendix 6). We believe this can be explained in one or more of the following ways.  

First, there is likely a relationship between not only the photodiodes and temperature in SSALSE, 

but also temperature and the relative output of the illuminating LEDs as well. In general, the colder the 

environment the LEDs live in, the higher the relative output of the LED will be5. This fact complicates the 

analysis of the photodiodes’ sensitivity to temperature to the point where we must, unfortunately, 

generalize the results. Remedying this is discussed in section 2.4 of this paper. 

Secondly, hysteresis may be to blame for differences in voltages for the same temperature. This 

could be compounded by the rate at which the materials are being heated and cooled. When being heated 

the temperature of the SSALSE increases at a rate of about 3.6 degrees Celsius per minute. Also, the oven 

was not preset to 65 deg C before putting the SSALSE in, so both the instrument and the oven were 

“coming up to temperature”. The rate at which the SSALSE was cooled was about 2.42 degrees Celsius per 

minute. While the differences in heating/cooling rates may be trivial, it still may contribute to a “hysteresis 

theory” for explaining the differences in voltages at the same temperatures.  

The third possibility to explain the difference in voltage when heating and cooling the SSALSE is 

the material of the diode under the stresses of a changing temperatures at the quantum level may cause 
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the wavelength sensed (in the case of the photodiode) or the wavelength emitted (in the case of the LED) 

to be shifted away from expected sensed or emitted wavelength.6 Diodes are made of direct energy gap 

semiconductors. For the spectrum of the emitted light (in the case of the LED), it is concentrated in and 

around a specific wavelength defined by the energy gap, Eg, given by equation (6.1) : 

𝐸𝑔 = 𝐸𝑔(0)  + (𝛼𝑇2)/(𝑇 + 𝛽)  …………………………………….6.1 

where 𝐸𝑔(0), 𝛼, and 𝛽are material properties and T is the temperature. This relationship is called 

Varshni's empirical expression [7]. By increasing the temperature, the band gap energy decreases and the 

emitted wavelength increases. It follows that the peak wavelength shifts to longer wavelength, which is 

where the term “red shift” is introduced.  

 

6.4 Conclusions and Future Work 

 

 The way in which the temperature is related to the photodiodes used in the I3 sensor head was 

tested using an identically manufactured sensor head. A set of four LEDs were used to simulate incoming 

sunlight, and the two components were coupled. The simulated sensor head was tested in the extreme 

environments of a 70 deg C oven and plunged to -10 deg C just 30 minutes later. The resulting data 

exhibited an interesting “hysteresis effect”, but cannot be explained because the light source half of the 

instrument and the photo-detecting half of the instrument were couple, and the relationship between 

temperature and its effect on diodes present in the instrument (both light-emitting and -detecting) cannot 

be uncoupled.  

 Instead, we suggest two possible ways in which the analysis can better completed. First would be 

to uncouple the simulated light environment and the photo-detecting environment such that each would 

be independent of each other, particularly in the case of temperature. This would ensure that no change 

would come to the light emitting half of the testing unit. One possible way to do this is to use a collimated 

super-continuum laser which illuminates the photodiodes in an isolated heated or cooled environment 

which is physically separated from each other. The second way in which the testing could be improved is 

to step the temperature up or down in a discrete manner. This would allow the current-voltage output to 

stabilize to allow more robust, precise, and accurate testing data.  
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VII. Project Conclusion 

The overall project development of the I3 was a success.  Preliminary testing for the sensorhead failed, 

but was quickly remedied through the application of an inverting operational amplifier and feedback 

resistors.  The software and circuit group also made adjustments to the software for a corrected and 

more optimal performance.  Programming with LabVIEW proved to be a learning experience and 

reinforced language techniques along the way.  The data validation using the allsky camera definitely 

needs more development which could possibly extend this project beyond the time limits and into the 

next semester or further.  More study needs to be conducted in regard to the temperature dependence 

of the onboard components of the I3. 
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IX. Appendix 

A.2.1 

Photodiode – combined filter and detector 

 
 

 

Photodiode – active area and illustration of 415 nm datasheet 
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Teflon 

  

Temperature sensor LM335   CA3240 vs CA3140 

            

 

A.2.3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Pole mounted schematic; Cimel Sunphotometer 
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Instrument mounted displaying motor housings and dual collimators 

Table 1: Cimel characteristics and observation specifications 
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A.3.1 
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A.3.2 

TRANSMITTER SKETCH 

#include <Adafruit_ADS1015.h>  //ADC library 

#include <Adafruit_GFX.h>  //For the display 

#include <Adafruit_PCD8544.h>  //For the display 

#include <Wire.h>          

#include <SPI.h> 

#include <nRF24L01.h> //Radio library 

#include <RF24.h> //Radio library 

#include <SD.h> // SD library 

Adafruit_ADS1115 ads1;          //construct the address 
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Adafruit_ADS1115 ads0(0x49); 

Adafruit_ADS1115 ads3(0x4A); 

Adafruit_ADS1115 ads2(0x4B); 

Adafruit_PCD8544 display = Adafruit_PCD8544(6, 5, 4, 3, 2); //For the LCD display 

RF24 radio(7,8);                 //connect to digital input pins 

const byte rxAddr[6] = "21478"; //the address of the modem 

const byte rxAddr1[6] = "00002"; 

const byte rxAddr2[6] = "00003"; 

File mySensorData; 

char fheader[]= "header.csv"; //write the header to SD card 

char fsensor[]="Sensor.csv";  //write the sensor data  to SD card 

String topOfFile = 
"Date,Time,N415nm,N500nm,N600nm,N870nm,N950nm,O415nm,O500nm,O600nm,O870nm,O950nm,
S415nm,S500nm,S600nm,S870nm,S950nm,Pressure,BoxT,SensT,Vcc"; 

int ChipSelect = 10; 

int data1; 

unsigned long int endtime, elatime; 

int VLED10,VLED11,VLED12,VLED13,VLED20,VLED21,VLED22,VLED23; 

int VLED30,VLED31,VLED32,VLED33,VLED40,VLED41,VLED42,VLED43; 

int VAna0,VAna1,VAna2,VAna7; 

char fmo[4]=""; 

char fdd[4]=""; 

char fhh[4]=""; 

char fmm[4]=""; 

char fss[4]=""; 

char fyy[4]=""; 

unsigned long int avetime = 5000L; //Time for the average 

unsigned long int Recycle = 4294957295L; 

int ii=0; 

int jj=0; 

int iDis =1; 
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// These are global variables, available to all functions and procedures. 

int seconds;  //  00-59  

int minutes;  //  00-59  

int hours;    //  1-12 - 00-23  

int days;     //  1-7 assuming Sunday is day 1. 

int date;     //  01-31 

int months;   //  01-12 

int years;    //  0-99  

 
/*******************ADC Chip 1********************************/ 

const int LED10 = 0; //Sensorhead Temperature 

const int LED11 =1;  //North White 950nm 

const int LED12 = 2; //North yellow 870 nm 

const int LED13 = 3; //North red 600 nm 

/*******************ADC Chip 2********************************/ 

const int LED20 = 0; //North green 500 nm 

const int LED21 = 1; //North black 415 nm 

const int LED22 = 2; //Overhead White 950nm 

const int LED23 = 3; //Overhead yellow 870 nm 

 
/*******************ADC Chip 3********************************/ 

const int LED30 = 0; //Overhead red 600 nm 

const int LED31 = 1; //Overhead green 500 nm 

const int LED32 = 2; //Overhead black 415 nm 

const int LED33 = 3; //South White 950nm 

 
/*******************ADC Chip 4********************************/ 

const int LED40 = 0; //South yellow 870 nm 

const int LED41 = 1; //South red 600 nm 

const int LED42 = 2; //South green 500 nm 

const int LED43 = 3; //South black 415 nm 
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String StrTime; //Date and time 

String message; //North 

String message1;//Overhead 

String message2;//South 

String message3;//Environment 

void setup() 

{ 

 /*******************display LCD***********************/ 

display.begin(); 

display.setContrast(60); 

display.setTextSize(1); 

display.setTextColor(BLACK); 

 
/*************** Start up the USB to serial output of the Teensy to monitor it if 
needed************/ 

Serial.begin(9600); 

 
/*************Set up the Teensy analog to digital conversion*********************************/  

analogReference(EXTERNAL) ;  // Use the AREF pin for analog input reference, tied to the 3.31 volt 
Teensy regulator. 

analogReadAveraging(1024);  // Do 1024 measurements and average them for every analog input 
measurement. 

analogReadResolution(12); // Do 16 bit analog read resolution, if available this would be great. 

/******************Radio Part******************/  

radio.begin (); 

radio.setRetries(15,150); //1,15*250=3750=3.75millseconds;2.try to send 15 times 

radio.openWritingPipe(rxAddr); 

radio.stopListening(); // switch the modem to data transmission mode 

/***********************SD Part**************/ 

pinMode(ChipSelect,OUTPUT); //This is the CS of SD module 

SD.begin(ChipSelect);//initilize the sd card with CS 

if (!SD.begin(ChipSelect)) 
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 { 

 } 

 
mySensorData = SD.open(fheader, FILE_WRITE);//Open SD File, Append if the file is already exist 

mySensorData.println(topOfFile); //the file header 

mySensorData.close(); 

/***********************ADC Part**************/ 

ads0.setGain(GAIN_TWOTHIRDS);    // GAIN_ONE = 1x gain +/- 4.096V 

ads1.setGain(GAIN_TWOTHIRDS);    // GAIN_TWOTHIRDS = 2/3x gain +/- 6.144V 

ads2.setGain(GAIN_TWOTHIRDS); 

ads3.setGain(GAIN_TWOTHIRDS); 

ads0.begin();//Initialize ads1115 

ads1.begin(); 

ads3.begin(); 

ads2.begin(); 

// Set up the I2C connection for the chronodot2.1 clock. 

 Wire.begin(); 

} 

void loop()  

{ 

//fetch the data 

int ALED10=0; 

int ALED11=0; 

int ALED12=0; 

int ALED13=0; 

int ALED20=0; 

int ALED21=0; 

int ALED22=0; 

int ALED23=0; 

int ALED30=0; 
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int ALED31=0; 

int ALED32=0; 

int ALED33=0; 

int ALED40=0; 

int ALED41=0; 

int ALED42=0; 

int ALED43=0; 

int AAna0=0; 

int AAna1=0; 

//int AAna2=0; 

int AAna7=0; 

float SLED10=0.0; 

float SLED11=0.0; 

float SLED12=0.0; 

float SLED13=0.0; 

float SLED20=0.0; 

float SLED21=0.0; 

float SLED22=0.0; 

float SLED23=0.0; 

float SLED30=0.0; 

float SLED31=0.0; 

float SLED32=0.0; 

float SLED33=0.0; 

float SLED40=0.0; 

float SLED41=0.0; 

float SLED42=0.0; 

float SLED43=0.0; 

float SAna0=0.0; 

float SAna1=0.0; 

float SAna7=0.0; 
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unsigned long int elatime = millis(); 

if (elatime >= Recycle) 

{ 

 delay(15000); 

} 

int i=0; 

unsigned long int endtime = elatime+avetime; 

 do 

{ 

 i=i+1; 

 VLED10= ads0.readADC_SingleEnded(LED10); 

 VLED11= ads0.readADC_SingleEnded(LED11); 

 VLED12= ads0.readADC_SingleEnded(LED12); 

 VLED13= ads0.readADC_SingleEnded(LED13); 

 VLED20= ads1.readADC_SingleEnded(LED20); 

 VLED21= ads1.readADC_SingleEnded(LED21); 

 VLED22= ads1.readADC_SingleEnded(LED22); 

 VLED23= ads1.readADC_SingleEnded(LED23); 

 VLED30= ads2.readADC_SingleEnded(LED30); 

 VLED31= ads2.readADC_SingleEnded(LED31); 

 VLED32= ads2.readADC_SingleEnded(LED32); 

 VLED33= ads2.readADC_SingleEnded(LED33); 

 VLED40= ads3.readADC_SingleEnded(LED40); 

 VLED41= ads3.readADC_SingleEnded(LED41); 

 VLED42= ads3.readADC_SingleEnded(LED42); 

 VLED43= ads3.readADC_SingleEnded(LED43); 

 VAna0 = analogRead(0);    //Pressure     

 VAna0 = analogRead(0);    //Pressure 

 VAna0 = analogRead(0);    //Pressure          

 VAna1 = analogRead(1);    //Vcc 
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 VAna1 = analogRead(1);    //Vcc 

 VAna1 = analogRead(1);    //Vcc 

 VAna7 = analogRead(7);    //BoxT 

 VAna7 = analogRead(7);    //BoxT 

 VAna7 = analogRead(7);    //BoxT 

 SLED10= SLED10+VLED10; 

 SLED11= SLED11+VLED11; 

 SLED12= SLED12+VLED12; 

 SLED13= SLED13+VLED13; 

 SLED20= SLED20+VLED20; 

 SLED21= SLED21+VLED21; 

 SLED22= SLED22+VLED22; 

 SLED23= SLED23+VLED23; 

 SLED30= SLED30+VLED30; 

 SLED31= SLED31+VLED31; 

 SLED32= SLED32+VLED32; 

 SLED33= SLED33+VLED33; 

 SLED40= SLED40+VLED40; 

 SLED41= SLED41+VLED41; 

 SLED42= SLED42+VLED42; 

 SLED43= SLED43+VLED43; 

 SAna0 =SAna0+VAna0; 

 SAna1 =SAna1+VAna1; 

 SAna7 =SAna7+VAna7; 

 } while (millis() <= endtime); 

 ALED10=SLED10/i; 

 ALED11=SLED11/i; 

 ALED12=SLED12/i; 

 ALED13=SLED13/i; 

 ALED20=SLED20/i; 
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 ALED21=SLED21/i; 

 ALED22=SLED22/i; 

 ALED23=SLED23/i; 

 ALED30=SLED30/i; 

 ALED31=SLED31/i; 

 ALED32=SLED32/i; 

 ALED33=SLED33/i; 

 ALED40=SLED40/i; 

 ALED41=SLED41/i; 

 ALED42=SLED42/i; 

 ALED43=SLED43/i; 

 AAna0=SAna0/i; 

 AAna1=SAna1/i; 

 AAna7=SAna7/i; 

    // Get the actual time now, from Chronodot 2.1. // Variables are filled due to the global definitions of 
variable types. 

 get_time(); 

 get_date(); 

  sprintf(fmo,"%02d",months); //fixed format for the date and time to send to Labview  

   sprintf(fdd,"%02d",date); 

   sprintf(fyy,"%02d",years); 

   sprintf(fhh,"%02d",hours); 

      sprintf(fmm,"%02d",minutes); 

   sprintf(fss,"%02d",seconds); 

 mySensorData = SD.open(fsensor, FILE_WRITE);//Open SD File, Append if the file is already exist 

 digitalClockDisplaySD(); // Writes the time and date. 

    mySensorData.print(ALED21);  

   mySensorData.print(","); 

    mySensorData.print(ALED20);  

   mySensorData.print(","); 
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    mySensorData.print(ALED13);  

   mySensorData.print(","); 

    mySensorData.print(ALED12);  

   mySensorData.print(","); 

     mySensorData.print(ALED11);  

   mySensorData.print(","); 

    mySensorData.print(ALED32);  

   mySensorData.print(","); 

    mySensorData.print(ALED31);  

   mySensorData.print(","); 

    mySensorData.print(ALED30);  

   mySensorData.print(","); 

   mySensorData.print(ALED23);  

   mySensorData.print(","); 

    mySensorData.print(ALED22);  

   mySensorData.print(","); 

    mySensorData.print(ALED43);  

   mySensorData.print(","); 

    mySensorData.print(ALED42);  

   mySensorData.print(","); 

    mySensorData.print(ALED41);  

   mySensorData.print(","); 

    mySensorData.print(ALED40);  

   mySensorData.print(","); 

    mySensorData.print(ALED33);  

     mySensorData.print(","); 

       mySensorData.print(AAna0);  

   mySensorData.print(","); 

    mySensorData.print(AAna7);  

   mySensorData.print(","); 
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    mySensorData.print(ALED10);  

   mySensorData.print(","); 

    mySensorData.println(AAna1);  

   mySensorData.close(); 

   //write to LCD display 

    display.clearDisplay();  //For the display 

  display.setCursor(0,0);  //For the display 

     if (iDis==1) 

       { 

           display.print("N9="); 

           display.println(ALED11); 

           display.print("N8="); 

           display.println(ALED12); 

           display.print("N6="); 

           display.println(ALED13); 

           display.print("N5="); 

           display.println(ALED20); 

           display.print("N4="); 

           display.println(ALED21); 

           display.display(); 

        iDis=2;   

          } 

       else if (iDis==2) 

       { 

         display.print("O9="); 

           display.println(ALED22); 

           display.print("O8="); 

           display.println(ALED23); 

           display.print("O6="); 

           display.println(ALED30); 
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           display.print("O5="); 

           display.println(ALED31); 

           display.print("O4="); 

           display.println(ALED32); 

           display.display(); 

        iDis=3;   

       } 

       else if (iDis==3) 

       { 

         display.print("S9="); 

           display.println(ALED33); 

           display.print("S8="); 

           display.println(ALED40); 

           display.print("S6="); 

           display.println(ALED41); 

           display.print("S5="); 

           display.println(ALED42); 

           display.print("S4="); 

           display.println(ALED43); 

           display.display(); 

        iDis=4;   

       } 

       else if (iDis==4) 

       { 

         display.print("vcc="); 

           display.println(AAna1); 

           display.print("pres="); 

           display.println(AAna0); 

           display.print("BoxT="); 

           display.println(AAna7); 
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           display.print("SensT="); 

           display.println(ALED10); 

           display.display(); 

        iDis=1;   

       } 

//send package of Date and time 

StrTime = "&"; 

StrTime += fmo; 

StrTime += "/"; 

StrTime += fdd; 

StrTime += "/20"; 

StrTime += fyy; 

StrTime += " "; 

StrTime += fhh; 

StrTime += ":"; 

StrTime += fmm; 

StrTime += ":"; 

StrTime += fss; 

//send package of North 

message = "@"; 

message += ALED21; 

message += ","; 

message += ALED20; 

message += ","; 

message += ALED13; 

message += ","; 

message += ALED12; 

message += ","; 

message += ALED11; 

//send package of Overhead 
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message1 = "#"; 

message1 += ALED32; 

message1 += ","; 

message1 += ALED31; 

message1 += ","; 

message1 += ALED30; 

message1 += ","; 

message1 += ALED23; 

message1 += ","; 

message1 += ALED22; 

//send package of South 

message2 = "$"; 

message2 += ALED43; 

message2 += ","; 

message2 += ALED42; 

message2 += ","; 

message2 += ALED41; 

message2 += ","; 

message2 += ALED40; 

message2 += ","; 

message2 += ALED33; 

//send package of Environment 

message3 = "*"; 

message3 += AAna0; 

message3 += ","; 

message3 += AAna7; 

message3 += ","; 

message3 += ALED10; 

message3 += ","; 

message3 += AAna1; 
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int StrTime_len = StrTime.length()+1; 

int message_len = message.length()+1; 

int message1_len = message1.length()+1; 

int message2_len = message2.length()+1; 

int message3_len = message3.length()+1; 

char Time_array[StrTime_len]; 

char Char_array[message_len]; 

char Char1_array[message1_len]; 

char Char2_array[message2_len]; 

char Char3_array[message3_len]; 

StrTime.toCharArray(Time_array, StrTime_len); 

message.toCharArray(Char_array, message_len); 

message1.toCharArray(Char1_array, message1_len); 

message2.toCharArray(Char2_array, message2_len); 

message3.toCharArray(Char3_array, message3_len); 

Serial.println(Time_array); 

Serial.println(Char_array); 

Serial.println(Char1_array); 

Serial.println(Char2_array); 

Serial.println(Char3_array); 

radio.write(&Time_array, sizeof(Time_array)); 

radio.write(&Char_array, sizeof(Char_array)); 

radio.write(&Char1_array, sizeof(Char1_array)); 

radio.write(&Char2_array, sizeof(Char2_array)); 

radio.write(&Char3_array, sizeof(Char3_array)); 

} 

// SD card printing of actual time and date. 

// Write the digital clock output to the SD card writer. 

void digitalClockDisplaySD(){ 

//  months=99; date=99; years=2016; hours=99; minutes=99; seconds=99; 
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 SDPrintDigits(months) ; 

 mySensorData.print("/"); 

 SDPrintDigits(date) ;  

 mySensorData.print("/20") ; 

 SDPrintDigits(years) ; 

 mySensorData.print(" ") ; 

 SDPrintDigits(hours) ; 

 mySensorData.print(":") ; 

 SDPrintDigits(minutes) ; 

mySensorData.print(":") ; 

 SDPrintDigits(seconds) ; 

 mySensorData.print(",") ; 

} 

void SDPrintDigits(int digits){ 

 if(digits < 10) 

   mySensorData.print("0") ;  

 mySensorData.print(digits) ; 

} 

void get_date() 

{ 

 Wire.beginTransmission(104);  

 Wire.write(3);//set register to 3 (day) 

 Wire.endTransmission(); 

 Wire.requestFrom(104, 4); //get 5 bytes(day,date,month,year,control); 

 days   = bcdToDec(Wire.read());  

 date  =  bcdToDec(Wire.read());    

 months = bcdToDec(Wire.read());  

 years  = bcdToDec(Wire.read());   

 // Check to see if RTC is not working. If not, send error codes instead. 

 if (days > 99   || days < 0)     days=99; 
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 if (date > 99   || date < 0)     date=99; 

 if (months > 99 || months < 0)   months=99; 

 if (years > 99  || years < 0)    years=99; 

} 

void get_time() 

{ 

 Wire.beginTransmission(104);  

 Wire.write(0);//set register to 0 

 Wire.endTransmission(); 

 Wire.requestFrom(104, 3);//get 3 bytes (seconds,minutes,hours); 

 seconds = bcdToDec(Wire.read() & 0x7f); // seconds=99; 

 minutes = bcdToDec(Wire.read());        // minutes=99; 

 hours = bcdToDec(Wire.read() & 0x3f);   // hours=99; 

 // Check to see if RTC is not working. If not, send error codes instead. 

 if (seconds > 99 || seconds < 0)  seconds=99; 

 if (minutes > 99 || minutes < 0)  minutes=99; 

 if (hours > 99   || hours < 0)    hours=99; 

}  

byte bcdToDec(byte val) 

{ 

 return ( (val/16*10) + (val%16) ); 

} 

RECEIVER SKETCH 

#include <Adafruit_GFX.h>        //For the display 

#include <Adafruit_PCD8544.h>    //For the display 

#include <Arduino.h> 

#include <SPI.h> 

#include <nRF24L01.h>          //Radio library 

#include <RF24.h>              //Radio library 

#include <RF24_config.h> 
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Adafruit_PCD8544 display = Adafruit_PCD8544(6, 5, 4, 3, 2); //For the LCD display 

RF24 radio(7,8);                                            //creat a radio object with selected control pins 

const byte rxAddr[6] = "21478"; 

String message="";                    //initialization 

String StrTime = ""; 

String message1=""; 

String message2=""; 

String message3=""; 

String message4=""; 

String WholeString= ""; 

char SAnaRead[2]=""; 

int commaPosition,i,semiPosition, wellPosition, andPosition,atPosition,dollarPosition,starPosition,j; 

float mySensVal[4];    

float mySensValLast ; 

int AnaRead[6]; 

int AnaReadFirst, AnaReadLast; 

String myAnalStr; 

int iDis=1;   //Initilization for the LCD display 

int k = 0; 

void setup()  

{ 

 /*******************display LCD***********************/ 

display.begin(); 

display.setContrast(50); 

display.setTextSize(1); 

display.setTextColor(BLACK); 

 /******************Radio Part******************/ 

 Serial.begin(9600); 
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 radio.begin(); 

radio.openReadingPipe(0,rxAddr); //0 is the number of the stream, we can creat up to 6 streams that 
responds to different addresses 

radio.startListening(); 

} 

void loop()  

{ 

 /********************Radio *************************************/ 

if (radio.available()) 

{ 

  char Char_array[32]={0}; 

  radio.read(&Char_array, sizeof(Char_array)); //Read the Char_array from radio 

  message = Char_array;                        //Convert Char_array to String 

  semiPosition = message.indexOf(';'); 

  andPosition = message.indexOf('&');          //Time Package 

  atPosition  = message.indexOf('@');          //North Package 

  wellPosition = message.indexOf('#');         //Overhead Package  

  dollarPosition = message.indexOf('$');       //South Package 

  starPosition = message.indexOf('*');         //Thermal Package 

  display.clearDisplay();  //For the display 

  display.setCursor(0,0);  //For the display 

   if (andPosition ==0)      //Check if it's the time pakage 

 { 

    StrTime=message.substring(andPosition+1, message.length()); 

  

 WholeString = "";            //To avoid lost packages,we use WholeString to append all the packages 
together and then Serial.println the string which has all the data we need 

 WholeString += StrTime; 

 WholeString += ","; 

 } 

  else if (atPosition == 0)   //Check if it's the North pakage 
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   { 

    message1=message.substring(atPosition+1, message.length()); 

 k=k+1; 

   i=10;                                // "i" works to display the desired variable names we want to display on LCD. 

     //This "do" loop works to decouple the string back to integers of each sensor value   

        do 

          { 

           i=i-1; 

           commaPosition = message1.indexOf(','); 

             if(commaPosition != -1) 

              { 

          AnaRead[4]=message1.toInt(); 

          message1 = message1.substring(commaPosition+1, message.length()); 

      // wrtie the data to the NOKIA 5110 Screen 

         sprintf(SAnaRead,"%05d",AnaRead[4]);  //Fixed format for the serial output with leading 0s,For the 
Labview  

           if (iDis==1) 

          { 

           display.print("N"); 

           display.print(i); 

           display.print("="); 

            display.println(AnaRead[4]); 

           display.display(); 

           

          } 

             WholeString += SAnaRead; 

           WholeString += ","; 

                  } 

           else 

              { 
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          if(message1.length()>0) 

         AnaReadLast = message1.toInt(); 

         sprintf(SAnaRead,"%05d",AnaReadLast); 

         if (iDis==1) 

         { 

           display.print("N4="); 

           display.println(AnaReadLast);  

           display.display();//Display on LCD 

               } 

          WholeString += SAnaRead; 

    WholeString += ","; 

             } 

          

          }while (commaPosition >=0);  

           iDis =2; 

           } 

      else if (wellPosition == 0)                  //check if it is the SOUTH direction data package 

      { 

       j=10; 

       message2=message.substring(wellPosition+1, message.length());; 

         do 

          { 

           j=j-1; 

           commaPosition = message2.indexOf(','); 

           if(commaPosition != -1) 

             { 

            AnaRead[4]=message2.toInt(); 

            message2 = message2.substring(commaPosition+1, message2.length()); 

            sprintf(SAnaRead,"%05d",AnaRead[4]);  

           if (iDis == 2) 
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           { 

           display.print("O"); 

           display.print(j); 

           display.print("="); 

           display.println(AnaRead[4]); 

            } 

    WholeString += SAnaRead;     

    WholeString += ","; 

              } 

        else 

           { 

       if(message2.length()>0) 

         AnaReadLast = message2.toInt(); 

         sprintf(SAnaRead,"%05d",AnaReadLast); 

         if(iDis == 2) 

         { 

         display.print("O4="); 

         display.println(AnaReadLast); 

         display.display(); 

         //delay(1200); 

         } 

     WholeString += SAnaRead; 

    WholeString += ","; 

       } 

       }while (commaPosition >=0);  

       iDis = 3; //put iDis =0 in the last read package loop 

      } 

else if (dollarPosition == 0)                  //check if it is the SOUTH direction data package 

      { 

       j=10; 
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       message3=message.substring(dollarPosition+1, message.length());; 

           do 

          { 

           j=j-1; 

           commaPosition = message3.indexOf(','); 

            if(commaPosition != -1) 

             { 

            AnaRead[4]=message3.toInt(); 

            message3 = message3.substring(commaPosition+1, message3.length()); 

          sprintf(SAnaRead,"%05d",AnaRead[4]);  

           if (iDis == 3) 

           { 

            display.print("S"); 

           display.print(j); 

           display.print("="); 

           display.println(AnaRead[4]); 

            } 

     WholeString += SAnaRead; 

    WholeString += ","; 

           } 

        else 

           { 

              if(message3.length()>0) 

         AnaReadLast = message3.toInt(); 

         sprintf(SAnaRead,"%05d",AnaReadLast); 

         if(iDis == 3) 

         { 

         display.print("S4="); 

         display.println(AnaReadLast); 
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         display.display(); 

         } 

       WholeString += SAnaRead; 

    WholeString += ","; 

          } 

        }while (commaPosition >=0);  

       iDis = 4; //put iDis =0 in the last read package loop 

        }  

else if (starPosition == 0)                  //check if it is the SOUTH direction data package 

      { 

       j=0; 

     message4=message.substring(starPosition+1, message.length());; 

    if (iDis == 4) 

           { 

           display.println("V,P,BT,ST:"); 

           } 

         do 

          { 

           j=j+1; 

           commaPosition = message4.indexOf(','); 

            if(commaPosition != -1) 

             { 

            AnaRead[4]=message4.toInt(); 

            message4 = message4.substring(commaPosition+1, message4.length()); 

            sprintf(SAnaRead,"%05d",AnaRead[4]); 

              if (iDis == 4) 

           { 

             display.print("Therm"); 

           display.print(j); 

           display.print("="); 
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           display.println(AnaRead[4]); 

            } 

    WholeString += SAnaRead; 

    WholeString += ","; 

        } 

        else 

           { 

            if(message4.length()>0) 

         AnaReadLast = message4.toInt(); 

         sprintf(SAnaRead,"%05d",AnaReadLast); 

           if(iDis == 4) 

            { 

             display.print("Therm4="); 

             display.println(AnaReadLast); 

             display.display(); 

            } 

      

      WholeString += SAnaRead; 

              } 

              }while (commaPosition >=0);  

       iDis = 1; //Let LCD display go to the North part 

           }  

//test the length of a complete string with all packages 

  if (WholeString.length()== 133)            //print the complete string  

 { 

   Serial.println(WholeString); 

  } 

    } 

} 
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A.6 
Appendix /Reference Material for the Temperature Dependence Group 

 

 

 

 

   

Figure A.6.0: Typical temperature variation within day and year for Reno, picture 

taken from RSSweather.  
 

 

   

Figure A.6.1: Circuit diagram for light source shown most left of the figure above. 

Middle is light source for experiment. Right figure is outlook of the SSALSE and 

ready to perform experiment. 
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Figure A.6.2 : Temperature profile of the experiment for sensitivity study. The slight drop around 12 

minutes is due to missing data for increased temperature. 

 

 
Figure A.2.3 : The variation of recorded photo-voltage from the sensor head with light source SSALSE set 

under oven and freezer for wavelength 415 nm sensitive photodiode. 
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Figure A.6.4 : The variation of recorded photo-voltage from the sensor head with light source SSALSE set 

under oven and freezer for wavelength 500 nm sensitive photodiode. 

 

 
Figure A.6.5 : The variation of recorded photo-voltage from the sensor head with light source SSALSE set 

under oven and freezer for wavelength 600  nm sensitive photodiode. 
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Figure A.6.6 : The variation of recorded photo-voltage from the sensor head with light source SSALSE set 

under oven and freezer for wavelength 870 nm sensitive photodiode. 

 

 
Figure A.6.7 : The variation of recorded photo-voltage from the sensor head with light source SSALSE set 

under oven and freezer for wavelength 900 nm sensitive photodiode. 
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Figure A.6.8 : Observed best fit photo-detector sensor wavelength (415 nm) for temperature range (-10C 

to 40 C)  

 

 
Figure A.6.9 : Observed best fit photo-detector sensor wavelength (500 nm) for temperature range (-10C 

to 40 C)  
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Figure A.6.10 : Observed best fit photo-detector sensor wavelength (600 nm) for temperature range (-

10C to 40 C)  

 

 
Figure A.6.11 : Observed best fit photo-detector sensor wavelength (870 nm) for temperature range (-

10C to 40 C)  
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Figure A.6.12 : Observed best fit photo-detector sensor wavelength (950 nm) for temperature range (-

10C to 40 C)  

 

 
Figure A.6.13 : Observed values and best polynomial fit for photo-detector sensor wavelength (415 nm) 

within entire range experimental temperature when cooling from 71 C to -10 C. 
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Figure A.6.14 : Observed values and best polynomial fit for photo-detector sensor wavelength (500 nm) 

within entire range experimental temperature when cooling from 71 C to -10 C. 

 
Figure A.6.15 : Observed values and best polynomial fit for photo-detector sensor wavelength (600 nm) 

within entire range experimental temperature when cooling from 71 C to -10 C. 
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Figure A.6.16 : Observed values and best polynomial fit for photo-detector sensor wavelength (870 nm) 

within entire range experimental temperature when cooling from 71 C to -10 C. 

 

 
Figure A.6.17 : Observed values and best polynomial fit for photo-detector sensor wavelength (950 nm) 

within entire range experimental temperature when cooling from 71 C to -10 C. 
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Appendix 6.B: list of Tables 

 

 Blue  

(415 nm) 

Green  

(500 nm) 

Red  

(600 nm) 

Black  

(870 nm) 

White  

(950 nm) 

Resistance 2 GΩ 200MΩ 1.2 MΩ 10 MΩ 1 MΩ 

Photovoltage 1.037 V 1.676 V 1.008 V 0.955 V 1.25 V 

Capacitor 560 pF 560 pF  560 pF  

Photocurrent 

(A) 

5.185e-10  8.38e-09 8.4e-07 9.55e-08 1.25e-06 

Table A.6.1 : The values of resistance and capacitor used for op-amp circuit board to get recordable photo-

voltage (1 to 2V) from the light source we have designed.   

 

Appendix 6.C : Code used for temperature sensitivity study: 

 

#include <Adafruit_ADS1015.h> 

#include <Wire.h> 

 

//Construct instances for ADC boards 

Adafruit_ADS1115 ads1(0x48); 

Adafruit_ADS1115 ads2(0x49); 

//0x48 (1001000) ADR -> GND 

//0x49 (1001001) ADR -> VDD 

 

void setup() 

{ 

  Serial.begin(9600); 

 

  //Start the ADC boards 

  ads1.begin(); 

  ads2.begin(); 

 

  //Adjust the input range/gain accordingly 

  ads1.setGain(GAIN_ONE); 

  ads2.setGain(GAIN_ONE); 
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  // The ADC input range (or gain) can be changed via the following 

  // functions, but be careful never to exceed VDD+0.3V max, or to 

  // exceed the upper and lower limits if you adjust the input range! 

  // Setting these values incorrectly may destroy your ADC! 

  //                                                                ADS1115 

  //                                                                ------- 

  // ads.setGain(GAIN_TWOTHIRDS);  // 2/3x gain +/- 6.144V  1 bit = 0.1875mV (default) 

  // ads.setGain(GAIN_ONE);        // 1x gain   +/- 4.096V  1 bit = 0.125mV 

  // ads.setGain(GAIN_TWO);        // 2x gain   +/- 2.048V  1 bit = 0.0625mV 

  // ads.setGain(GAIN_FOUR);       // 4x gain   +/- 1.024V  1 bit = 0.03125mV 

  // ads.setGain(GAIN_EIGHT);      // 8x gain   +/- 0.512V  1 bit = 0.015625mV 

  // ads.setGain(GAIN_SIXTEEN);    // 16x gain  +/- 0.256V  1 bit = 0.0078125mV 

 

    //Output to Serial monitor 

  Serial.print("Millis elapsed:"); 

  Serial.print(",Board Temp:"); 

  Serial.print(",Sensor Head Temp:"); 

  Serial.print(",950 nm:"); 

  Serial.print(",870 nm:"); 

  Serial.print(",600 nm:"); 

  Serial.print(",500 nm:"); 

  Serial.println(",415 nm:"); 

} 

 

void loop() 

{ 

  //Initialize 16-bit values 

  int16_t adc1_boardTemp,       //LM335 temp sensor on proto-board 

          adc1_sensorHeadTemp,  //LM335 temp sensor within sensor head 

          adc1_950,             //950 nm (IR) photodiode on sensor head 

          adc2_870,             //870 nm (near-IR) photodiode on sensor head 

          adc2_600,             //600 nm ("red") photodiode on sensor head 

          adc2_500,             //500 nm (green) photodiode on sensor head 

          adc2_415;             //415 nm (blue) photodiode on sensor head 

 

  //Initialize temperature voltage and output values 

  float voltage_boardTemp,       

        voltage_sensorHeadTemp, 

        output_boardTemp,  

        output_sensorHeadTemp; 
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  //Initialize output values.  

  //"int16_t" if outputing raw 16-bit digital values 

  //"float" if outputing voltages 

  float output_950,  

        output_870,  

        output_600,  

        output_500,  

        output_415; 

  int16_t output_boardTemp_2,  

        output_sensorHeadTemp_2, 

        output_950_2,  

        output_870_2,  

        output_600_2,  

        output_500_2,  

        output_415_2; 

         

  //Perform a single-ended analog to digital conversion on the specified channels 

  adc1_boardTemp      = ads1.readADC_SingleEnded(0); 

  adc1_sensorHeadTemp = ads1.readADC_SingleEnded(1); 

  adc1_950            = ads1.readADC_SingleEnded(3); 

 

  adc2_870 = ads2.readADC_SingleEnded(0); 

  adc2_600 = ads2.readADC_SingleEnded(1); 

  adc2_500 = ads2.readADC_SingleEnded(2); 

  adc2_415 = ads2.readADC_SingleEnded(3); 

 

  //Convert the 16-bit temperature measurements to voltages 

  voltage_boardTemp       = getVoltage(adc1_boardTemp); 

  voltage_sensorHeadTemp  = getVoltage(adc1_sensorHeadTemp); 

 

  //Convert the measured voltages to temperatures in deg C 

  output_boardTemp        = getTemp(voltage_boardTemp); 

  output_sensorHeadTemp   = getTemp(voltage_sensorHeadTemp); 

 

  //Output voltages 

  output_950 = getVoltage(adc1_950); 

  output_870 = getVoltage(adc2_870); 

  output_600 = getVoltage(adc2_600); 

  output_500 = getVoltage(adc2_500); 

  output_415 = getVoltage(adc2_415); 

 

  //Output raw 16-bit counts 
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  output_boardTemp_2 = adc1_boardTemp; 

  output_sensorHeadTemp_2 = adc1_sensorHeadTemp; 

  output_950_2 = adc1_950; 

  output_870_2 = adc2_870; 

  output_600_2 = adc2_600; 

  output_500_2 = adc2_500; 

  output_415_2 = adc2_415; 

  

  Serial.print(millis()); 

  Serial.print(","); 

  Serial.print(output_boardTemp); 

  Serial.print(","); 

  Serial.print(output_sensorHeadTemp); 

  Serial.print(","); 

  Serial.print(output_950); 

  Serial.print(","); 

  Serial.print(output_870); 

  Serial.print(","); 

  Serial.print(output_600); 

  Serial.print(","); 

  Serial.print(output_500); 

  Serial.print(","); 

  Serial.print(output_415); 

  Serial.print(","); 

  Serial.print(output_boardTemp_2); 

  Serial.print(","); 

  Serial.print(output_sensorHeadTemp_2); 

  Serial.print(","); 

  Serial.print(output_950_2); 

  Serial.print(","); 

  Serial.print(output_870_2); 

  Serial.print(","); 

  Serial.print(output_600_2); 

  Serial.print(","); 

  Serial.print(output_500_2); 

  Serial.print(","); 

  Serial.println(output_415_2);   

  //delay(100); 

} 

 

//This function converts the 16-bit ADC values to voltages 

//Multiply by factor of two to account for +/- voltage swing 
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float getVoltage(int16_t value) 

{ 

  float volt = value * 4.096; 

  volt /= (65536 - 1); 

  return volt*2.; 

} 

 

//This function converts a voltages to a temperature (using the LM335 temp. sensor) 

float getTemp(float voltage) 

{ 

    return (voltage*100. - 273.15); 

} 
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